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Stress Reduction Tools
Made with magic (or the good efforts of hard work of Health and Wellness students) You can enlarge each one
to see them better!
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Changing Your Mindset:
*Contributed by Kailas Cuerpo, who is a physical therapy assistant.
Given the high expectations of the nuclear medicine program,
sometimes changing your mindset to meet the challenges we give
you is a good response!!

🤩

Six Sounds of Healing
Qi-Gong techniques
*Shared by Kat Sun, RT(T), Radiation Therapist. These are also
good ways to connect with your body and also include some of
your knowledge of anatomy and physiology

😉

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Recommendations for Self-Care
*Contributed by Brian Wong, who is patient care coordinator.

😊

😎

Important of Exercise
Mindfulness Beneﬁts
*Shared by Justin Taft who is a restaurant owner and chef. Many
of us love to be active and/or want to work hard and multi-task
throughout our days. We are thinking about accomplishments,

*Contributed by Anthony Madrid who is an exercise professional exercise is probably the most underrated stress-relief technique even a short walk on your break can reduce stress considerably

🤩

exercise performance, assisting others around us, etc. Workers
injure their backs or have falls while trying to protect patients or
other things that are not 'self'. We perhaps never think of
practicing mindfulness throughout our daily tasks.

🤔

Self-Care Plans
*Contributed by Anusha Maharaj, who is a Health Educator.
Sometimes the little things in life can make a world of difference!

Forest Bathing

*Contributed by Lane Valentine, LMT who is a massage therapist.
This technique refers to spending time in the forest, connecting to
trees and nature, and enjoying the calming/healing effects.

Stress Catcher Project:
*Shared by Regee Costanzo who is a chef - this is a fun project
similar to what some of us made in elementary school but with
stress reduction tips added.

😃

Mindful Eating
*Contribute by a student who is a patient care coordinator. It is
important to consider how eating plays into responses to stress.
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